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Abstract—In this work, we presented a novel clothing brand
logo prediction method which is rooted on a dense-block based
deep convolutional neural network for brand logo detection and
recognition. To learn convolutional neural networks deeper and
more accurately, we adopted dense blocks into deep convolu-
tional networks to make connections between layers shorter. In
our work, we propose several dense-block structure designs to
improve detection and recognition accuracy on clothing brand
logos. We also built a new large-scale clothing brand logo (CBL)
dataset with the brand attribute and logo information to facilitate
this task. To reduce complexity for the proposed framework, two
pixel search steps for the bounding movement are implemented
in the training procedure. In the experiment, we demonstrate
our search reduced model can outperform some state-of-the-art
methods and achieve very good results.

Index Terms—clothing brand logo dataset, detection and recog-
nition, prediction, dense block, convolutional neural network

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, clothing classification [1] [2], clothing attribute
prediction [3] [4] and clothing retrieval [5] [6] have drawn
much attention in computer vision and pattern recognition
fields. However, there is no related work on the analysis
of clothing brand, which motivates us to study this subject.
There are many factors, such as brand, price, style, color,
material, and pattern, could influence people to choose their
clothes. Among these factors, brand is a very important one
and clothing brand prediction is also a practical and very
challenging task. Fig. 1 shows some clothing images for 4
brands: H&M, Adidas, SuperDry, and ASOS.

A lot of approaches based on deep convolutional neural
networks (DCNNs) have shown significant breakthroughs in
the identification of clothing types, clothing retrieval [7],
object detection and recognition, age estimation [8]–[14],
image inpainting [15], image super-resolution [16], quality
of experience [17] and visual quality assessment [18]–[21].
Since YOLOv3 [22] has achieved promising results in object
detection, we design a new DCNN model by modifying
YOLOv3 with incorporation of dense blocks [23] for clothing
brand prediction.

Currently, there is no existing clothing dataset containing
brand information. To the best of our knowledge, we are the

Fig. 1. Some sample images for 4 clothing brands.

first one to construct a large-scale clothing dataset with brand
information.

Our experiments show that the dense-block YOLOv3 we
proposed can achieve higher brand prediction accuracy than
original YOLOv3 on our constructed clothing brand dataset.
We also show that our proposed method outperforms several
state-of-the-art methods for clothing brand prediction on this
new clothing dataset.

II. RELATED WORK

Here we first give a brief review on some existing clothing
datasets. Then, some recent proposed DCNN models are also
visited. Finally, we review some previous methods on clothing
retrieval and classification.

A. Clothing datasets

In the past ten years, there are many methods proposed
for the outfit recommendation and clothing retrieval. Due to
the great need in this field, several clothing datasets were
constructed. Some datasets are briefly introduced below.

Clothing Attribute (CA) dataset is proposed by Chen et
al. [4]. CA includes 1,856 images and 26 attributes. They
analyzed semantics to generate a list of attributes to achieve
the purpose of clothing retrieval.

Apparel Classification with Style (ACS) [2] dataset in-
troduced a complete pipeline for identifying and classifying
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TABLE I
COMPARISON ON CLOTHING DATASETS

Dataset No. of images Type Color Material Pair Brand Price Lowest resolution Highest resolution
ACS [2] 89,484 Y N N N N N 132x116 244x192
CA [4] 1,856 Y Y N N N N 750x742 864x1296
CF [24] 2,628 Y Y Y N N N 400x600 400x600
DARN [25] 341,021 Y Y Y Y N N - -
DDAN [26] 182,780 Y Y N N N N - -
MVC [27] 161,260 Y Y Y Y N N 1920x2240 1920x2240
DF [28] 800k up Y Y Y Y N N 349x512 750x1101
CB [Ours] 1,000k up Y Y Y Y Y Y 820x1000 1900x2375
CBL [Ours] 57,000 Y Y Y Y Y Y 820x1000 1900x2375

people’s clothes in natural scenes. ACS can be used as a
benchmark dataset for the clothing classification task, which
contains more than 80,000 images with 15 classes.

A new fashion image dataset called Colorful-Fashion (CF)
was constructed by Liu et al. [24] in which all 2,682 images
were labeled with pixel-level color category labels. They
solved the problem of automatically analyzing the fashion
images.

DARN [25] solves cross-domain image retrieval which is
consisted of two subnets, one for each domain, whose retrieval
feature representation is driven by semantic attribute learning.
This attribute-led learning is a key factor in improving search
accuracy.

Multi-View Clothing (MVC) [27] dataset contains 161,260
annotated images of 1920×2240 resolutions with 264 attribute
labels. MVC is also the first built dataset to consider multiple
viewing angle on clothing retrieval. It has four different views
for each clothing item and can be used for view-invariant
clothing retrieval application.

DeepFashion (DF) [28] dataset consists of three sub-datasets
and has more than 800,000 images totally. In this dataset,
each image contains more than one thousand labels, including
pair information of clothing items and clothing landmarks. A
powerful image retrieval method is reached by learning the
locations of the landmarks and predicting a large number of
attributes.

The comparison for clothing dataset is also summarized in
Table I.

B. Some recent DCNN models

Classification is one of the most widely used approach for
different applications in many fields, such as computer vision,
image processing, and pattern recognition. Many DCNN based
models have been proposed to deal with classification prob-
lems.

Alexnet [29], a very early and famous architecture consists
of eight layers, including five convolutional layers and some
of them are followed by max-pooling layers, and two fully
connected layers. VGG16 [30] investigate the relationship
between the convolutional network depth on its accuracy
in the large-scale image recognition setting. He et al. [31]

proposed ResNet50 which utilizes residual learning framework
to ease network training. ResNet50 is substantially deeper than
other network models used previously and gets outstanding
performance in many applications.

DenseNet [23] was designed based on the idea that each
layer is connected to each other layer in a feed-forward
manner. For each layer, the feature maps from all previous
layers are used as input, and its own feature map is also used
as input for all subsequent layers.

The Residual-Dense Block (RDB) [32] combines the resid-
ual block and the dense block, and would contain both the
advantage from residual block and the advantage from dense
block. This RDB based CNN method would have a significant
performance improvement over the previous DCNN methods.

C. Clothing retrieval/classification methods

Lin et al. [26] proposed a hierarchical deep search frame-
work to achieve a rapid clothing retrieval. In order to make this
model faster, they added a latent layer into the network and
have neurons in this layer to learn hashes-like representations
while fine-tuning it on the clothing dataset.

Lao et al. [33] applied deep neural networks for many tasks
in the field of clothing related research, including the pre-
diction of clothing types, clothing retrieval, object detection,
attribute prediction, and etc.

FashionNet [28] was proposed with the use of clothing
landmarks, which are more important in the description of
clothing. The landmark points are marked and used to assist
in the classification of clothing types.

Yu et al. [34] divided the landmarks into 32 important po-
sitions and built a dataset of more than 200,000 images. They
used a three-stage learning method for fashion landmark de-
tection. The first stage maps the features onto each landmark,
and the second stage uses the clustering method to learn the
correlation between the points. Finally, the feature is restored
to the location of each landmark through a deconvolutional
layer.

III. DATASET CONSTRUCTION

Firstly, we search clothing brands on the Internet and go
to their official websites if they have one. In addition, we go
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Fig. 2. The number of images for the 224 clothing brands.

to some clothing online shopping websites which have some
other clothing brands. In this way, we could collect as many
brands as possible.

Secondly, we start to crawl pictures from every website we
found, including official websites: H&M, Superdry, Forever21,
ROOTS, MANGO and so on, and online shopping websites:
Amazon, Zappos, Yahoo, and etc.

In the process of image collection, each clothing item may
contain 4 to 8 images corresponding to different viewing
angles. All the images of the same item are considered as
a pair. Different brands have different number of images
and different resolutions. The number of images for all 224
brands are shown in Fig. 2. One difficulty we encountered in
collecting clothing attributes is inconsistency, where different
websites show attribute in different format. In the end of this
stage, our benchmark dataset, clothing brand (CB) dataset, has
collected more than one million images with several attributes,
such as brand, type, color, material, price, pair, and so on. Fig.
1 shows some sample images for 4 clothing brands. It can be
see that some brands have logo and some do not contain any
logo.

Finally, we manually label the 250k images from the se-
lected 25 clothing brands with brand logos to form a subset of
the CB dataset: clothing brand logo (CBL) dataset. However,
there will be no logos for many images. For example, some
logos can be seen in front view and cannot be found in other
viewing angles for the same clothing item. After the labelling
procedure, 57,000 images with clear logos are kept and all of
them have brand and bounding box information.

We also compare our dataset with some existing datasets:
Clothing Attribute (CA) [4], Apparel Classification with Style
(ACS) [2], Colorful-Fashion (CF) [24], Multi-view Clothing
(MVC) [27], and DeepFashion (DF) [28]. The comparison is
made in several aspects, such as resolution, number of images,

types, colors, brands and price. The comparison results are
summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that our dataset has the
highest resolution and is the only one with brand and price
information.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Structure design on dense block

Since YOLOv3 has demonstrated outstanding performance
in object detection and recognition, our proposed method is
based on YOLOv3 by replacing the residual block with dense
block. The overall dense-block based YOLOv3 framework for
clothing brand logo prediction is depicted in Fig. 3. The reason
we use dense block is to train the DCNN more efficiently and
deeper. It is obvious that the connections between all layers
are shorter, where every layer is connected to all other layers
in feed-forward manner.

In our work, we design 4 different dense-block structures:
2, 3, 4, and 5 convolutional layers, as shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6,
and 7, respectively. The dense-block is indicated in the Fig.
3. Each convolutional layer has the size 3x3 and is followed
by a ReLU activation layer. All other parameters are set the
same as the original YOLOv3 model.

B. Bounding box movement

In general, the bounding box is moved at 1-pixel step to
search an object and determine if an object is in the box during
the training stage for object detection. However, this 1-pixel
movement training process is time-consuming and could be
modified to reduce system complexity.

To decide the step size in moving the bounding box, we
examined the sizes of all labeled bounding boxes in the
training data, where the minimum size is 50×50 and maximun
size is 1, 400× 1, 400.
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Fig. 3. Proposed dense-block based YOLOv3 framework for clothing brand logo prediction.

Fig. 4. 2 convolutional layers dense block.

Fig. 5. 3 convolutional layers dense block.

In our proposed framework, we adopt 5-pixel and 10-pixel
search steps to for the bounding box movement to reduce
the training time and make little performance sacrifice. The
experimental results will be demonstrated in the experiment
section.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In the experiment, we use 57,000 clothing images with
brand and logo information to validated our proposed frame-
work. For the experimental setting, 70%, 10%, and 20% of
images are used in training, validation, and testing, respec-
tively.

We tested our framework for 4 designs of dense block: 2-,
3-, 4-, and 5-layer Dense block. The results are shown in Table
II. We also compare our framework with some state-of-the-art
methods, where the results are also listed in Table II. The
results show that our method can improve the performance
greatly and has highest accuracy 62.59%. It proves that our
dense-block based YOLOv3 is efficient.

To reduce the training time in our proposed framework, we
implement another two bounding box movement strategies in
our model. We experiment on 5-pixel and 10-pixel search steps
for the bounding box movement in our 5-convolutional-layer
dense-block based YOLOv3 model. The experiment results
are shown in Table III. One can find that the accuracies are
62.55% and 62.53% for the 5-pixel and 10-pixel search steps,

Fig. 6. 4 convolutional layers dense block.

Fig. 7. 5 convolutional layers dense block.

respectively. Compared with original 1-pixel search step, the
performance is only decreased 0.04% and 0.06% for the 5-
pixel and 10-pixel search steps, respectively. However, the
time-complexity is greatly reduced as shown in Table III. As
we observed, the time reduction is 12.1% and 24.9% for the
5-pixel and 10-pixel search steps. We believe this search time
reduced (search step increased) consideration in our proposed
framework is an efficient strategy.

VI. CONCLUSION

We constructed a new large-scale clothing brand dataset. It
is the only clothing dataset containing brand (logo) and price
information. A new dense-block based YOLOv3 framework
is proposed to tackle with clothing brand logo prediction
problem and achieve better performance than several state-
of-the-art methods. To reduce model complexity, two pixel
search steps are examined for model efficiency. In the future,
we would consider two much more challenging tasks: one is
clothing brand prediction in the whole CB dataset where no
logo information is available for most of images, and another
one is clothing price prediction in the whole CB dataset.
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